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Abstract Software traceability is a required element in
the development and certification of safety-critical software systems. However, trace links, which are created at
significant cost and effort, are often underutilized in practice due primarily to the fact that project stakeholders often
lack the skills needed to formulate complex trace queries.
To mitigate this problem, we present a solution which
transforms spoken or written natural language queries into
structured query language (SQL). TiQi includes a general
database query mechanism and a domain-specific model
populated with trace query concepts, project-specific terminology, token disambiguators, and query transformation
rules. We report results from four different experiments
exploring user preferences for natural language queries,
accuracy of the generated trace queries, efficacy of the
underlying disambiguators, and stability of the trace query
concepts. Experiments are conducted against two different
datasets and show that users have a preference for written
NL queries. Queries were transformed at accuracy rates
ranging from 47 to 93 %.
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1 Introduction
Most safety-critical domains, such as avionics, medical
devices, and transportation [25], are regulated by certifying
bodies. These bodies prescribe a set of software development practices and guidelines that include the need to
demonstrate traceability between critical artifacts such as
hazards, faults, mitigating requirements, design, code, and
test cases [3, 33]. As a result, developers often invest significant cost and effort into creating trace links in order to
meet certification or compliance requirements. Unfortunately, these trace links are often underutilized due to lack
of tool support, poor understanding of the underlying trace
schema, and lack of skills needed to formulate useful trace
queries [11, 24, 25, 39].
The problem is exacerbated by the fact that trace queries
are often quite complex and cut across many different artifacts. For example, a typical trace query could synthesize
data about faults, mitigating requirements, code, test cases,
and test logs, as well as the trace links that connect them
[4]. This leads to significant complexity, especially as
many software developers have only rudimentary skills at
constructing structured queries using technologies such as
SQL or XQuery [24]. This is anecdotally illustrated by the
call for help in Fig. 1. A person attempts to formulate a
trace query in SQL but is thwarted by the need to aggregate
the number of test cases linked to each requirement—
coupled with the complexity of joining not only data files
but trace matrix files.
The goal of our research is therefore to make traceability
information more readily accessible to project stakeholders
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Hey all I need a super query writer...I have the following query:
SELECT req.rq_user_17 AS "Requirement Type",REQ.RQ_REQ_ID as "Requirement ID",
REQ.RQ_USER_08 as "Requirement Class",REQ.RQ_REQ_NAME as "Requirement
Name" , count (REQ_COVER.RC_ITEM_ID) AS "Coverage"
FROM REQ, req_cover
WHERE REQ.RQ_REQ_ID in (select REQ_COVER.RC_REQ_ID from req_cover)
and req.rq_user_17='WS'
GROUP BY req.rq_user_17, REQ.RQ_REQ_ID, REQ.RQ_USER_08,REQ.RQ_REQ_NAME
union
SELECT req.rq_user_17 AS "Requirement Type",REQ.RQ_REQ_ID as "Requirement ID",
REQ.RQ_USER_08 as "Requirement Class",REQ.RQ_REQ_NAME as "Requirement
Name" , count (REQ.rq_aachment) AS "Coverage"
FROM REQ, req_cover
WHERE REQ.RQ_REQ_ID not in (select REQ_COVER.RC_REQ_ID from req_cover)
and req.rq_user_17='WS'
GROUP BY req.rq_user_17, REQ.RQ_REQ_ID, REQ.RQ_USER_08,REQ.RQ_REQ_NAME
order by req.rq_user_17

it gives me the aggregate number of testcase in req_cover and it puts this number to
each requirement. But what I need is the aggregate number of testcase linked to each
requirement. can anyone help?

Fig. 1 Post from the Hewlett Packard help forum illustrating the
challenges of modeling trace queries using SQL [31]

by allowing them to issue trace queries using either spoken
or written natural language (NL) queries. NL query solutions started to emerge in the 1970s and 1980s [38], and
while the field stagnated for many years as researchers
refocused on developing NL interfaces for less structured
sources of information [9], there are several factors which
make the database interface problem a compelling one to
revisit for traceability purposes today.
First, raw trace data are becoming increasingly available
in software projects. There are a number of reasons for this
including the fact that regulated industries insist on traceability [25], integrated development environments such as
Jazz [5] produce links as a natural by-product of the development process, and advances in state-of-the-art tracing
techniques have matured to the extent that they can be used
to instrument the project environment in order to capture
links or to generate trace links through the use of information retrieval techniques [1, 14]. Second, advances in
speech recognition software make speech interfaces a viable option [12], and third, previous studies of NL queries
for general databases have shown that natural language
queries are simpler and more succinct to create than their
SQL counterparts [38], suggesting that NL solutions could
produce a viable solution to the trace usage adoption
barrier.
In our previous paper presented at the International
Requirements Engineering Conference, entitled ‘‘TiQi:
Towards Natural Language Trace Queries’’ [32], we presented a solution for transforming NL trace queries into
SQL. Prior to engaging in this project, we assumed that we
could find and adopt an open-source general NL database
query language and customize it for the traceability
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domain; however, as discussed in the related work section
of this paper, an extensive search of available open-source
solutions was unsuccessful. We therefore first constructed a
generic NL database query mechanism and then customized it with vocabulary and concepts from the traceability domain. The result of this work is TiQi, which
transforms spoken or written natural language trace queries
into executable SQL statements.
In this paper, we extend our prior work by providing a
more in depth description of the architecture, design, and
heuristic rules adopted by TiQi and then empirically
evaluating their use in the NL transformation process. We
also extend the set of functions supported by TiQi to include more complex numbers, group-bys, comparisons,
union queries, summation, count, as well as a mechanism
for making more precise matches in the lexicon phase. To
increase the difficulty level, we have updated both of the
datasets used in experiments by adding additional data and
a more extensive set of trace queries. Finally, we have
replicated our previous experiment to evaluate the modified
version of TiQi against the more challenging datasets, and
report two entirely new experiments to evaluate the stability of our trace query domain model and the efficacy of
TiQi’s token disambiguation techniques. The extended set
of sample queries and enlarged datasets provide a more
rigorous evaluation of TiQi and highlight the difficulty of
querying datasets which contain both structured and unstructured data.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows.
Section 2 discusses the role of a Traceability Information
Model (TIM) in the TiQi process, while Sect. 3 describes
the underlying domain model. Section 4 presents the process TiQi uses to transform a NL query to SQL. Section 5
describes a series of studies that were conducted to evaluate TiQi and its underlying concepts. Section 6 describes
threats to validity. Section 7 discusses related work, and
finally, Sect. 8 concludes with a summary of our findings
and a proposal for future work.

2 The role of the traceability information model
in TiQi
In order for a person to issue a trace query, she or he needs
to know what artifacts and supporting trace links are
available for querying purposes. In a safety-critical system,
these will typically include hazards, faults, mitigating requirements, design, code, and test cases. Certain artifact
types will be connected by trace paths. Ideally, this information is documented in the form of a Traceability Information Model (TIM) [25] in which artifact types and their
properties are represented as classes and attributes, and
permitted trace links are represented as semantically typed
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associations. In general, a TIM is used to strategically plan
the traceability for a project, by serving as a guide for
instrumenting the project environment to enable the creation, maintenance, and use of the planned trace links. It
can also be reverse engineered from existing datasets using
simple parsing tools [10, 33].
The TIM informs the user of available artifacts, attributes, and connecting trace paths. It therefore suggests,
but does not constrain, the language a user might opt to use
to express a NL trace query. For example, given the TIM in
Fig. 2, a project stakeholder might issue a query such as
‘‘list all relevant regulatory codes not covered by at least
one software requirement,’’ or ‘‘return a list of hazards
which have failed unit test cases associated with them.’’
Several of these terms, including ‘‘regulatory code’’ and
‘‘software requirement,’’ are taken straight from the TIM.
On the other hand, the user might choose to describe artifacts in different ways, for example, by referring to the
preliminary hazard tables as a FMECA (failure mode, effects, and criticality analysis) or to the software requirements as the SRS (software requirements specification).
The goal is for TiQi to accommodate the full range of
possible terminology.
From a physical perspective, as trace links often represent many-to-many dependencies, the trace paths (i.e., associations between artifact types) must be treated as firstclass citizens in the underlying database schema. As a result, each artifact, and each association, is represented as a

Preliminary Hazard

Regulatory Code

- ID
- riskLevel {high/medium/low}
- descripon

-

prevents

ID
name
descripon
relevant
complies to

System Requirement

Soware Requirement
derived
from

- ID
- descripon

- ID
- descripon
- type

tests
sasﬁes
Acceptance Test
-

ID
name
result {failed/passed}
descripon
date modiﬁed
date created
documents
results
Test Log

-

ID
expectedResults
actualResults
dateRun
comments

UML Class

distinct table. Assuming a naming convention in which the
trace matrix that establishes links between two artifacts A
and B is called TM_A_B and captures each trace link as a
pair of IDs taken from A and B respectively, then the first
query could be specified in SQL as follows:

SELECT DISTINCT r e g u l a t o r y −code . ∗
FROM ( ( r e g u l a t o r y −code LEFT OUTER JOIN
t m r e g u l a t o r y −c o d e s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t ON
( r e g u l a t o r y −code . i d=t m r e g u l a t o r y −code
s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t . r e g u l a t o r y −code−i d ) )
LEFT OUTER JOIN s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t ON
( s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t . i d=t m r e g u l a t o r y −code
s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t . s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t −i d ) )
WHERE r e g u l a t o r y −code . r e l e v a n t= ’ t r u e ’
AND s o f t w a r e −r e q u i r e m e n t . i d IS NULL;

In practice, software project artifacts are usually not
stored in a single SQL database, but are instead stored in a
variety of third party case tools and/or repositories [7]. For
example, source code is typically stored in a version control system such as PerForce or Git, while requirements are
stored in tools such as DOORS or Requisite Pro, and designs are stored as text alongside the requirements or as
models in tools such as Enterprise Architect (EA) or PTCcreo. Furthermore, in large projects, the various tools and
repositories are often distributed behind firewalls across
organizational boundaries [7, 34]. While frameworks exist
for tracing across an enterprise environment, the focus of
this paper is upon the trace query transformation mechanism. We therefore extracted all data in advance from its
native repositories and stored it in a SQL database. In
project environments in which the query data are not
centralized, there will be an extra step in the query
execution process to dynamically retrieve the data needed
to support each specific query [7].
In this paper, we also assume that all available trace
links have been constructed in advance. However, TiQi
could also adopt a just-in-time approach in which trace
links are generated upon demand using trace retrieval tools
such as Poirot [22], RETRO [14], or ADAMS [23].

- ID
- name
implements
Code Class
-

ID
name
createDate
Version
descripon
tests
Unit Test

-

ID
name
descripon
result {failed/passed}
testDate

Fig. 2 Sample traceability information model

3 The TiQi domain model
In a seminal discussion on the notion of general versus
domain-specific NL query languages [35], Shwartz provided an interesting example from the petrochemical domain in which he compared four very similar queries: (1)
show oil wells from 1970 to 1908, (2) show oil wells from
7000 to 8000, (3) show oil wells from 1 to 2000, and finally
(4) show oil wells from 40 to 41 and 80 to 81. To an
outsider, these queries appear very similar in nature.
However, a domain expert would infer that the first query
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refers to dates, the second to well depths, the third to map
depths, and the fourth to well numbers. A general database
system would have little hope of understanding these
concepts unless units of measure were explicitly stated.
Shwartz therefore claimed that conceptual domain-specific
knowledge is critical for understanding the nuances of
queries. Similar issues apply for querying software
artifacts.
In order to build a domain model for TiQi, we need to
understand the kinds of terminology a user might use to
formulate a query. Following an analysis of an initial
collection of sample trace queries, we identified three different categories of terms that could occur in a trace query.
These were project-specific, trace query language, and
junk.
3.1 Project-specific vocabulary
Project-specific terms are those terms which describe artifact types and attribute names, or which are found in the
project’s raw data (e.g., within a requirement or a test
case). As depicted in Fig. 3a, these terms can be extracted
directly from the TIM. For example, the TIM in Fig. 2
offers vocabulary items such as ‘‘preliminary hazard,’’
‘‘risk level,’’ and ‘‘test log’’ (shown here following a simple
processing step in which variable names are split into their
constituent parts). The second knowledge source is the

Trace
query
samples

Praconers

Query terms
e.g. which, how many, list all,
show me

Aggregaon terms
e.g. average number of,
maximum

Join terms
e.g. that have, without*, with

Negaon terms
e.g. without*, missing, no

Filter terms
e.g. with more than, before,
less than

Time and Data terms
e.g. recently, last week,
before

Synonym expander

(a)
Traceability
Informaon
Model
(TIM)

Arfact Types
e.g. Requirements,
Faults

Aribute Names

Automacally
extracted projectspeciﬁc terminology

e.g. Requirements.
Descripon

Data Values
e.g. priority =
{high|medium|low}

Arfact data stored
in repositories

Projectspeciﬁc
deﬁnions
e.g. recent
= in last 7
days

Synonym
expander
ProjectSpeciﬁc
Terminology

(b)
Fig. 3 TiQi process. a General query terminology is learned through
analyzing a set of trace queries b Project-specific terminology is
extracted from the Traceability Information Model (TIM) and the
underlying data. Definitions for specific terms can be provided by the
user
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traceable data itself. These are the raw data (i.e., rows or
records) such as hazard descriptions, types of software
requirements, and code version numbers. In addition, project-specific vocabulary also includes synonyms of these
terms. We discover these synonyms dynamically during the
NL query transformation process by using word net [28].
We currently do not consider link labels such as ‘‘tests’’ or
‘‘implements’’ as we rarely see trace links labeled in
practice, and furthermore, our experiences have shown that
people use a wide array of terminology in their NLP
queries to describe relationships. We will consider these in
future work.
3.2 Trace query language
The second class of terms found in trace queries is
terms that compose the query mechanism itself and form
the ‘‘glue’’ which holds the pieces of the query together.
For example, terms such as show me, list all, or I’d like
to see are all synonyms for the SQL construct SELECT.
Similarly, terms such as associated with, related to, or
with are synonyms for various forms of JOIN. To discover an initial set of query terminology, we developed
an online web collection tool which displayed a TIM
and prompted the user for sample NL trace queries. We
invited eight traceability experts to formulate three to
five trace queries for each of three TIMs. This produced
an initial dataset of approximately 100 trace queries.
The trace experts were encouraged to use any words and
phrases that they wished. We deliberately set this as an
open-ended exercise because we did not want to constrain the vocabulary choice of the trace users. Table 1
shows eight of the sample queries collected during this
exercise.
Prior work by Meng and Siu [27] proposed automated
approaches for extracting grammars for a new domain.
Their approach infers a grammar from an unannotated
corpora of queries. While such approaches have been
shown to be fairly effective, they require a very large
corpora of sample queries and are therefore more appropriate for domains with thousands (or even hundreds of
thousands) of users, such as airline travel inquiries. Given
the limited number of sample queries available to us at
this time, we chose to extract the vocabulary manually
through systematically analyzing each of the queries to
identify task-related terms, join terms, and filter terms.
Each of the observed terms was then mapped onto a
simple representative term. Based on the initial sample of
100 queries, we mapped 94 phrases and concepts, such as
the mapping of mitigates to prevents. These terms and
mappings have grown iteratively throughout our project
as we have collected and/or constructed additional trace
queries.
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Table 1 Sample of the collected trace queries
1

How many high-level hazards are associated with the security camera?

2

Let me see the test log for all system requirements that fail their acceptance test

3

List all hazards for which the most recent unit test case has failed

4

Are there any orphaned UML classes?

5

List all preliminary hazards that have a high level of risk, and which are not covered by a software requirement of type ‘‘mitigating’’

6

Show me all unaddressed low-level hazards

7

Retrieve all the usability-related software requirements with currently failed acceptance tests

8

What percentage of relevant regulatory codes have been fully addressed with passed acceptance tests?

3.3 Junk terms
Finally, we define junk terms as those terms that are not
classified as being project-specific or trace query language.
These terms are ignored by TiQi. However, a new trace
query might contain a meaningful term which is misclassified as junk, simply because TiQi does not recognize it as
either project-specific or trace query related. Terms misclassified in this way can produce incorrect trace results. In
the long run, we need the ability to incrementally and
continually grow the domain model. For purposes of the
experiments in this paper, we added terms as needed. This
issue is explored later in Sect. 5.

4 The TiQi transformation process
The overall TiQi process transforms a natural language
trace query into a SQL statement and then executes the
SQL. Its primary elements are depicted in Fig. 4. First, the
rules manager and lexicon factory are loaded. The rules
manager handles mapping and disambiguation rules, while
the lexicon factory stores artifact names, attribute names,
and data values, and provides the functions needed to retrieve data. The NL trace query is passed through four
different processors responsible for pre-lexicon processing,
disambiguation, post-lexicon processing, and SQL generation. As depicted in Fig. 5, a tokenized query, in progressive stages of refinement, is produced following each
processing step.
In the following sections, we describe each of these
steps and illustrate them with a running example of the
query: I’d like to see a list of all preliminary hazards for
arm movements which are tested by recent unit tests. The
intermediate forms of the query are depicted in Fig. 5.

Rules

Traceable
Data

Rules
Manager

Lexicon
Factory

Wrien Natural
Language Query

Pre-Lexicon
Processor

Pre-Lexicon Processor
Recognize synonyms
Recognize group-by
Recognize negation
Number Identifiers
Preprocess Yes/No queries
Preprocess summation queries
Stop word removal
Remove unprocessed
protected words

Tokenized
Query

Disambiguators:

Disambiguator
Tokenized
Query

Post-Lexicon
Processor
Query Object

SQL Generator

Max-ﬂow
Basic priority conﬂict resolver
Resolve table names
Resolve column names
Resolve data Value names

Post-Lexicon Processor
Group by
Paern Check -cross-table aggregates
YesNoQuery Processor
Summation Query processor
Find selector
Comparison Operator Resolver
Negation processor
Combine DB Entities into Queries

SQL
Statement

Fig. 4 TiQi transformation process

CMU Sphinx as a local speech processor, and Google
Speech API as a web-based option. After training audio
data and generating custom, domain-specific language data
for Sphinx, the two applications were found to have similar
accuracy rates. However, Google’s Speech API was more
portable, faster, and, ultimately, performed better on average when presented with new data; therefore, it was
chosen as our speech processor.

4.1 Speech to text
4.2 Pre-lexicon processor
TiQi supports both spoken and written NL trace queries.
Spoken queries are transformed into textual format as a
preprocessing step [12, 15]. We investigated several tools
for supporting the speech to text step, focusing mainly on

The pre-lexicon parser is primarily responsible for simplifying the query. It matches phrases found in the query to
specific mapping rules and then replaces the phrases with the
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QUERY
I’d like to see a list of all preliminary hazards for arm movements which are tested by recent unit tests.
PRE-PROCESSED QUERY
[List] preliminary-hazard for arm movement [Join] tested by [Date: the past week] unit-test.
SYNTACTIC MARKERS
for by that

LEXICON

List

TOKENS
List Preliminary-hazards

Table:
PreliminaryHazard

Arm movements

Preliminary-Hazard.
descripon
Unit-Test.name

[Date: the past week]

Acceptance-Test.dateModiﬁed
Acceptance-Test.dateCreated

unit-test

Table:
Unit-Test

Unit-Test.testDate

SQL QUERY
SELECT
FROM

'PreliminaryHazard'.*
'PreliminaryHazard', 'LINKSystemRequirement2PreliminaryHazard', 'SystemRequirement',
'LINKSowareRequirement2SystemRequirement', 'SowareRequirement', 'LINKUMLClass2SowareRequirement',
'UMLClass', 'LINKCodeClass2UMLClass', 'UMLCode', 'LINKUnitTest2CodeClass', 'UnitTest'
WHERE 'PreliminaryHazard'.'ID' = 'LINKSystemRequirement2PreliminaryHazard'.'TargetID' AND
'SystemRequirement'.'ID' = 'LINKSystemRequirement2PreliminaryHazard'.'SourceID' AND
'SystemRequirementID'.'ID' = 'LINKSowareRequirement2SystemRequirement'.'TargetID' AND
'SowareRequirement'.'ID' = 'LINKSowareRequirement2SystemRequirement'.'SourceID' AND 'SowareRequirement'.'ID' =
'LINKUMLClass2SowareRequirement'.'TargetID' AND 'UMLClass'.'ID' = 'LINKUMLClass2SowareRequirement'.'SourceID' AND
'UMLClass'.'ID' = 'LINKCodeClass2UMLClass'.'TargetID' AND 'UMLCode'.'ID' = 'LINKCodeClass2UMLClass'.'SourceID' AND
'UMLCode'.'ID' = 'LINKUnitTest2CodeClass'.'TargetID' AND 'UnitTest'.'ID' = 'LINKUnitTest2CodeClass'.'SourceID' AND
'UnitTest'.'testDate' >= "03/01/2014" AND 'PreliminaryHazard'.'Descripon' LIKE ‘%arm movement%’;

Fig. 5 Steps in the transformation process from a NL Query to an
executable SQL query. The query is first simplified and then
tokenized through mapping to the lexicon. When alternate mappings

are possible, disambiguation occurs through applying a set of
heuristic rules and executing the max-flow algorithm to optimize
satisfaction of the results

mapped terms. Specific heuristics include phrase-based
synonym matching, definition replacements, and the transformation of numbers, durations, times, and dates into
standard forms. For example, phrases such as ‘‘I’d like to
see’’ and ‘‘display every’’ were mapped to the term list, and
meanings were defined for words such as ‘‘recently’’—in
this case defined as ‘‘within the past week.’’ Such definitions
must be provided by stakeholders at the project level. Initial
mappings and definitions we created were based upon our
analysis of the trace query samples we had collected.
We utilized the Stanford Parser to identify numbers,
durations, times, and dates [36]. The parser returned labeled parts of speech which facilitated the extraction of
relevant text and its subsequent transformation into a
standardized format from which it was possible to generate
SQL.
The tokenizer is responsible for identifying key terms in
the simplified query. It performs this task by searching
the lexicon for relation names, attribute names, attribute
values, and link names. In our running example, list is
tagged as a descriptive term. High is identified as
a value associated with one of three possible
attributes: PreliminaryHazard.riskLevel, UMLClass.name,
or CodeClass.name. riskLevel is recognized as an attribute
in the PreliminaryHazard relation. Similarly, other terms
are all mapped to candidate relations, attributes, or values
as depicted in Fig. 5.

4.3 Disambiguator

123

Many ambiguities arise as a result of the tokenization. For
example, the term class could refer to either Code Class or
UML Class. The primary task of the disambiguator is to
attach each token to a single valid attribute and each attribute to a single valid relation. In cases where ambiguity
exists, i.e., more than one match is viable, its job is to select
the correct mapping.
Disambiguation is quite complex, and several different
techniques have been used in other natural language solutions [8, 21]. TiQi adopts a toolbox of prioritized techniques and heuristics and uses them to resolve a variety of
different kinds of ambiguities. The extent to which these
ambiguities are correctly resolved directly impacts the
correctness of the generated SQL queries. Based on our
observations and analysis of sample queries and their SQL
implementation, we developed an initial set of disambiguation rules. Rules were added systematically as each
query was examined and were then refined and tested
against other queries in the sample dataset. Each rule has
the ability to filter the candidate results, but does not
necessarily identify a single result; therefore, it is often
necessary to apply rules sequentially until a single table,
attribute, or value is identified. In future work, we plan to
adopt a more probabilistic approach. We describe each of
the disambiguation rules below.
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4.3.1 Rule 1

4.3.3 Rule 3

No Competition If a token maps only to one table, one
attribute, or one value element, then no ambiguity is present and that element is selected.

Pecking Order The pecking order disambiguator attempts
to resolve cases in which a token could be mapped to
various types of elements. If an item matches more than
one element type, i.e., table, attribute, and/or a value, then
it is assigned first to a table, then to an attribute, and only in
the final case to a value. This particular disambiguator
means that if a table and attribute (or value) share the same
name, then the table will always be chosen. We discuss the
ramifications of this in Sect. 5.

4.3.2 Rule 2
Max-Flow Popescu et al. [30] showed that a certain
class of ambiguity could be definitively disambiguated
through the use of the max-flow algorithm. Max-flow
problems are set up as single-source and single-sink
networks, and the goal is to maximize the flow through
the network. For query disambiguation purposes, a
graph is created to contain the candidate database values
occurring in the NL trace query. The single source is the
system, first-level nodes are created for each candidate
value’s table and column, and second-level nodes contain each value, which link to the output sink. Edges are
established between the first-level nodes and their potential database values in the second level, and are assigned capacities of one. The max-flow algorithm
guarantees to identify correct flow paths when conflicts
occur, and it can identify when an ambiguous query that
does not contain a conflict has been passed to the graph.
The max-flow graph for our example query is shown in
Fig. 6. All queries processed by our TiQi model are
directed through the max-flow algorithm. In those cases
in which it was able to resolve conflicts, the query is
modified accordingly; otherwise, it is left unchanged.
Max-flow, while powerful, only resolves a very small
percentage of queries. Nevertheless, we retain it in our
toolbox simply because it has a fast running time and
guarantees to find either a correct solution or no solution. It therefore does no harm, while successfully resolving a small subset of conflicts.

4.3.4 Rule 4
Compounding Evidence When an attribute or value could
potentially be associated with multiple candidate tables or
multiple candidate attributes, a likelihood weighting is
computed based on the number of potential attribute and
value matches to each table. The table with the highest total
weighting (i.e., the strongest evidence) is selected. For
example, it is unclear whether the term failed refers to
‘‘UnitTest.result’’ or ‘‘AcceptanceTest.result.’’ However,
the direct and unambiguous mapping of the additional
query term unitTest to the relation unitTest provides compounding evidence for selecting UnitTest.Result.
4.3.5 Rule 5
Neighbors first If a token k1 has been mapped to table T1 ,
and there are options to map a second token k2 to either
tables T2 or T3 , and the distance from T2 and T3 to T1 ,
respectively, is measured, and the closest table is chosen.
Treating the TIM as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), distance is defined as the number of edges between two artifact types (i.e., tables).
4.3.6 Rule 6

QUERY TOKENS
Preliminary-Hazard.Descripon=“Deposits”
Unit-Test.Name=“Deposits”
Unit-Test.Name=“Connecons”
Unit-Test.testDate>=“9/1/2013”
Descripon

Connecons

Name

Deposits

Smaller is Better If a token matches a value found in more
than one attribute, then attributes containing fields with
fewer words are selected over those containing fields with
more words. For example, if the token ‘‘critical’’ is found
in a query and there are two options to map it as a value
associated with a ‘‘status’’ attribute (with an average word
count of one word per record) versus a ‘‘description’’ attribute (with an average word count of 20 words per
record), then it is mapped to the ‘‘status’’ attribute.
4.3.7 Rule 7

testDate

9/1/2013

Fig. 6 Max-flow graph. Solid black edges indicate links, whereas
dashed gray edges indicate that no flow exists

Textual Proximity Finally, if a token cannot be otherwise
disambiguated, we attempt to apply a second distance
measure based on proximity in the actual query text. If a
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token k1 could be mapped to either table T1 or T2 , then the
distance between their source terms in the textual trace
query is measured. For example, given the query ‘‘Show
me all tested elements of the design that address failover,’’ assume that we need to decide whether to map
‘‘fail’’ to the design or test-cases table. The textual proximity rule would select design because it has closer proximity to the word fail in the sentence than test does.
Unless rules 1 and 2 result in complete disambiguation,
we cannot guarantee that the query will be correctly interpreted. Finally, if all disambiguators have been run and
ambiguities still exist, we currently randomly select one of
the candidate mappings. This rarely happens; however, we
plan to address it in future work by ranking multiple SQL
outcomes and integrating human-in-the-loop disambiguation techniques.
Furthermore, statistical inferencing techniques can also
be used in domains for which a large number of queries are
available [30]. In these circumstances, it would be possible
to analyze the use of phrases and terms versus the underlying intent of the query and then to infer the meaning of a
query within some confidence interval. We were unable to
implement statistical inferencing in our prototype implementation of TiQi as we do not yet have a sufficient
quantity of trace queries; however, this approach will be
integrated in future versions.
4.4 Post-Processor
The post-processor performs final transformations converting tokens such as GroupBy, Yes–No query processing,
aggregations, comparisons, and joins into database entities.
It takes a tokenized query structure as an input and produces a SQL query object. The SQL query object contains
a collection of database entity objects for each of the
standard SQL query clauses—SELECT, FROM, WHERE,
and GROUP BY. Individual database entity objects refer to
a single element (column or table) within the underlying
relational database. The SELECT clause set contains columns that the query is returning to the user, FROM clause
contains tables that the query accesses, WHERE clause
contains predicates (column–predicate–constant) and join
conditions (column–predicate–column), and GROUP BY
clause represents the aggregation columns. The SQL query
object also keeps track of additional query information
such as whether an OUTER JOIN is necessary.
4.5 SQL query generation
Once conflicts have been resolved, every token in the
original query is mapped to one, and only one target artifact. However, trace queries are often described only in
terms of their end points even though the actual traceability
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path flows through a set of intermediate artifacts. To create
an executable query, we need to explicitly identify this path
and to inject appropriate WHERE clauses into the SQL
query. We conduct a modified breadth-first search to
identify the complete set of trace paths between source and
target artifacts—excluding paths with loops. It is important
to note that while all of our current TIMs have only a single
path between each pair of artifacts, there are sometimes
valid reasons for redundant paths to appear in a TIM [25].
For example, a small set of critical requirements might be
traced via state transition diagrams to code, while the remaining requirements are traced directly to code. The
breadth-first search is feasible because of the relatively
small size of the TIM. In TIMs with no redundant trace
paths, a faster approach, such as Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm, can be used [6]. In the case that multiple candidate paths are found, TiQi needs to merge results; however, this feature is not yet implemented. Once the path or
paths have been identified and results merged, the formal
SQL query is generated as depicted in Fig. 5.
4.6 Query object to SQL conversion
The previous query example represents one of the simpler
query types. In Fig. 7, we walk through a more complex
example in which the initial NL query must be expressed
through SQL aggregation. After a CountQuery token
(‘‘How many’’) is identified, the non-numeric column
(Fault.contributingFault) is mapped to the table of origin
(Fault). While aggregate functions could be applied directly to the numeric columns (e.g., numberOfFaults), for
non-numeric attributes the query needs to count the number
of matched rows in the table. TiQi further adds a subquery
to include a count of hazards without any associated faults
in the result (emulating OUTER JOIN) because ‘‘at most
2’’ includes the possibility of zero faults.
Table 2 summarizes the different types of query structures and the corresponding SQL form. TiQi adds necessary JOINs to the final SQL code, including the connector
tables (e.g., TM_T2_T3) which are not queried by users
directly. Note that we simplify join code in Table 2 by
writing ‘‘T2 JOIN TM_T2_T3’’ instead of ‘‘T2,
TM_T2_T3 WHERE T2.ID = TM_T2_T3.T2ID,’’ which is
what TiQi actually produces. The aggregate function is
chosen based on the attribute’s data type—for example,
fault count may be expressed either as COUNT (FaultDescription) or as SUM (FaultCount). TiQi substitutes an IF
operator for yes/no questions because SQL is not well
suited for expressing such queries. For example, given a
question ‘‘Are there any TestCases in the repository?’’,
standard SQL would only be able to compute the COUNT
of TestCases—hence, we need to add an IF condition to
give a yes/no answer. Figure 7 provides an example where
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Fig. 7 Step-by-step transformation of an aggregation NL query to an executable SQL query. When an aggregate function is applied to a nonnumeric column, it is mapped to the table of origin
Table 2 Heuristics for NL to SQL conversion
List all attributes from Table 1

SELECT Table1.* FROM Table1

List b, c and d attributes from T2 with
T3. a = 5

SELECT T2.b, T2.c, T2.d FROM T2 JOIN TM_T2_T3 JOIN T3 WHERE T3. a = 5

Count T4.IntAttr

SELECT SUM(T4.IntAttr) FROM T4

Count T5.StrAttr

SELECT COUNT(T5.StrAttr) FROM T5

Count T6.StrAttr for T7.b

SELECT T7.b, COUNT(T6.StrAttr) FROM T6 JOIN TM_T6_T7 JOIN T7 GROUP BY T7.b

Is the count of T8.IntAttr [ 100?

SELECT IF ((SELECT SUM (T8.IntAttr) AS Total FROM T8 HAVING Total [ 100), ’Yes’, ’No’)
AS Answer

Count T9 for which count T10.StrAttr
is at most 3

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM (SELECT T9.ID, COUNT(*) AS Total FROM T9 JOIN TM_T9_10 JOIN
T10 GROUP BY T9.ID) UNION (SELECT T9.ID, 0 FROM T9 WHERE T9.ID NOT IN (SELECT
T9.ID FROM T9 JOIN TM_T9_T10 JOIN T10)) WHERE Total  3

an OUTER JOIN query would be needed—because ‘‘at
most 2’’ contributing faults includes the possibility of 0
contributing faults. Such a query would typically be expressed using an OUTER JOIN by explicitly including
hazards that do not match any contributing faults in query
output. However, because automated generation of
OUTER JOIN syntax is difficult, we chose to achieve the
same result through a UNION of two different queries—
one with an INNER JOIN and another that explicitly finds
hazards which do not match any contributing faults.

the desired trace information. The third evaluated the efficacy of the disambiguators. We release two datasets used
in these experiments, including TIMs, databases, and
queries at http://re.cs.depaul.edu/tiqi/dataset2.html. Finally, the fourth study analyzed the distribution of new trace
query terms across randomly ordered trace queries in order
to investigate the stability of the domain model. The first
study is reported as is from our previous conference paper
[32]. The second evaluates the feature-enriched TiQi solution against more challenging datasets, and the third and
fourth studies are entirely new.

5 Evaluating TiQi and its underlying concepts

5.1 Study # 1: spoken versus written queries

We conducted four different studies to evaluate TiQi. The
first was designed to explore user preference for spoken
versus written natural language trace queries and to evaluate their correctness. The second directly evaluated TiQi’s
ability to accept a range of natural language queries and to
transform them into correct SQL statements which returned

We designed a series of experiments to evaluate the extent
to which users could effectively create trace queries using
SQL, Speech, and written NL. We also explored their
preferences for these three techniques. To this end, we
measured both the time it took users to create various kinds
of queries and also the quality of the resulting query.
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One of the challenges in designing this experiment was
in deciding how to elicit similar queries from users for each
of the three query specification techniques. We could not
simply describe all the queries in words, because this
would suggest the actual solution for the NL queries.
Similarly, if we prompted for SQL queries with words, and
NL queries using SQL, our experiment would end up
evaluating readability of one query style in tandem with
writability of another query style. Furthermore, we anticipated that the NL queries would deteriorate into ‘‘verbal
SQL’’ which was clearly not our intent. We therefore
constructed nine concrete problem scenarios and asked
participants to design a supporting trace query. A webbased tool was developed which displayed a TIM and a
related problem scenario to the user, and prompted the user
to enter or to record a trace query using one of the three
query methods. The TIM contained standard artifacts including requirements, code, UML classes, acceptance tests,
and test logs which any practicing Software Developer
would be familiar with. None of the prompts required domain knowledge.
For example, Prompt-1 (P1) stated that ‘‘The safety
officer is worried that an important requirement R136 is not
correctly implemented. The developer tells him that it is
not only implemented but has also passed its acceptance
tests. The security officer runs a trace query to confirm this.
What is his query?’’ This prompt is designed to elicit a
trace query which either (1) lists all requirements which
have not passed their most recent acceptance tests, (2)
counts the number of requirements with failed acceptance
tests, or (3) simply lists the test status of all requirements.
All three of these queries incorporate information from two
distinct tables in the TIM.
To reduce the bias introduced by the order in which
various query types were elicited, we adopted an interleaved experimental design in which each subsequent participant was assigned to one of three groups (A, B, or C). All
three groups received the prompts in the same order;
however, the type of query, i.e., NL-Speech, NL-Text, or
SQL, was presented in three different orders as shown in
Table 3. Subsequently, by the end of the experiment, each
prompt had been addressed approximately an equal number
of times using each of the three techniques, and the ordering
of the techniques was varied across the three groups.
Twenty-one people participated in our study. Eleven of
them classified themselves as traceability experts. Of these,
Table 3 Experimental design
showing the query types elicited
by prompt for three different
groups of participants
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four used traceability in their workplace and seven were
traceability researchers, well versed in creating and using
trace links. The remaining participants were IT professionals, either architects, developers, or project managers,
who understood the tenets of traceability but did not use it
in the workplace. We provided a basic web-based tutorial
on traceability which all participants were required to view
before participating in the study.
5.1.1 Query creation time
The first research question evaluated whether users could
specify NL queries more quickly than SQL ones. We hypothesized (H1) that the time taken to create natural language trace queries was less than that taken to create SQL
trace queries. We recorded the time each participant took to
view the scenario prompt and specify the query. Results
were aggregated for all participants. The average time
taken to create a query for each scenario using each of the
three techniques was first computed, and then, the mean
query creation time was calculated for each technique.
Results are displayed in Fig. 8 as a Box and Whisker
graph and show that NL-Speech queries were the fastest
with a mean of 56 seconds, NL-Text came next at 4 min
and 47 s, and SQL was the slowest at 6 min and 2 s. A
t-test failed to reveal a statistically reliable difference between the means for speech vs. written NL-text at Sig(2tailed) value of 0.308 (p\0:05). However, a second t test
was conducted to compare the mean query creation time
for SQL versus NL-Text and for SQL versus NL-Speech
and in both cases found statistically significant differences
between the two means at Sig(2-tailed) value of 0.0001
(p\0:05).
We also observed that there was a large distribution in
the time people took to create NL-Text queries. Although
more than 75 % of the queries were created in approximately 6 min or less, a few queries took much longer.
In these cases, the user had tried to describe the syntax of
the SQL query instead of expressing it using natural
language.
5.1.2 Query correctness
The second research question evaluated the extent to which
each of the three techniques produced correct trace queries.
We hypothesized that the correctness of both spoken and
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categories of correct and minor error into a ‘‘basically
correct’’ group results in 36 basically correct for Text, 25
for Speech, and only 22 for SQL. However, it is worth
pointing out that SQL is far less forgiving of minor errors
than the two natural language approaches. At the other end
of the spectrum, all three techniques had at least 24 of their
queries categorized as having major substance errors. We
provide insights into this when we discuss the users’
feedback in Sect. 5.1.3.
5.1.3 User perception
Fig. 8 Trace query creation time for each technique

Fig. 9 Correctness of speech, text, and SQL queries

written natural language trace queries would be at least as
good as that of SQL trace queries.
We evaluated the quality of the generated trace queries
using a subset of the categories proposed by Jarke et al.
[18] for evaluating structured natural language versus SQL
in general database queries. Queries were classified into
four categories of correct, minor substance error, major
substance error, and incomplete. Our categories are listed
below.
Correct: Statements are formulated correctly and, if
executed, will return the correct results (barring other
failures).
Minor Error: The query is structurally correct and all
major elements are present (i.e., necessary joins, filters,
etc), but there are minor syntax errors.
Major Error: The query is not structurally correct or
major elements are missing (i.e., necessary joins, filters,
etc).
Incomplete: Either the solution is incomplete or no
attempt was made to create a query.
Each query was classified into these categories by two
members of the team. For each of the three query techniques, we calculated the percentage classified into each
category. As reported in Fig. 9, only eight SQL queries
were categorized as completely correct compared with 16
for Speech and 22 for Text. Both SQL and Text had 14
minor errors, while Speech had only 9. Merging the two

We designed a posttest survey to discover the participants’
perspective on the three techniques. In particular, we were
interested in their preferred query technique and also in the
perceived difficulty of the three approaches.
The first question asked each participant to rate the three
approaches of creating trace queries in terms of difficulty
on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being the easiest and 5 being the
most difficult. Results are reported in Fig. 10 and show that
in general more people found it difficult to formulate
queries in SQL than in either Speech or Text. In fact, 15 of
the 21 participants assigned SQL a score of four or higher
on the difficulty scale, in comparison with only three for
speech and one for text. Conversely, 12 people assigned a
difficulty score of two or lower to Speech, 12 to text, but
only two to SQL. We can therefore clearly see that in
general people found both Speech and Text queries simpler
to formulate than SQL ones, with a slight preference for
text.
The second question asked each participant to select
their preferred query technique. Overall results showed that
14 preferred NL-Text, four preferred SQL, and only three
preferred speech. We also examined preferred query
techniques for traceability experts versus non-experts. Interestingly, out of the 10 non-experts seven preferred Text
and three preferred SQL. None of them registered a preference for Speech. In the case of the traceability experts,

Fig. 10 User perceptions of the difficulty of issuing SQL, speech, and
textual trace queries
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three people out of 11 said that they preferred NL-speech,
seven preferred NL-Text, and only one preferred SQL.
These results are quite interesting and show strong support
for the use of NL trace queries.
Feedback from participants highlighted several issues.
Some people preferred written NL trace queries over spoken ones because they felt that it gave them time to plan the
query more effectively. They were also concerned that the
speech recognition software might not recognize their
voice efficiently and that this would impact the correctness
of the query. On the other hand, other participants liked the
spoken approach as they felt that they did not need to worry
about the finding the correct syntax to frame a query. Many
participants commented that creating trace queries in SQL
was very complex, especially because they needed to
carefully handle the joins in order to establish links through
the underlying trace matrices. On the other hand, those who
preferred SQL over NL approach felt that with SQL they
could state the queries more precisely without worrying
about potential ambiguities.
5.2 Study # 2: natural language to SQL
transformations
The second experiment we conducted focused on the
ability of TiQi to transform written NL queries to executable SQL and to return correct results. We identified four
different categories of queries that we classified as solvable, ambiguous, unsupported, and intractable. An intractable trace query is one which is unsolvable with
respect to the TIM. For example, queries such as ‘‘Is the
design flexible enough to accommodate new system requirements?’’ or ‘‘Does the code follow proper object-oriented programming practices?’’ address interesting
software engineering questions but are not supported by
underlying trace data and are therefore outside TiQi’s
scope. Similarly, nonsense queries such as ‘‘Dude, what’s
up?’’ are also intractable. An ambiguous query is one
which has more than one reasonable interpretation (even to
a human). An unsupported query is a query that we anticipate TiQi being able to answer, but for which we have
not yet developed the functionality. Finally, a solvable
query is one which is neither intractable, unsupported, nor
ambiguous. It is considered correctly solved only if TiQi
returns the correct information to the user.
For this experiment, we used the prototype TiQi tool we
developed in Java and a web-based testing harness to
evaluate the results. The current implementation of TiQi
includes features such as path finding, token disambiguation, date and time recognition and standardization,
definitions and synonyms, simple negation of attributes,
group-by, aggregation, unions, summation, and the transformation of structured, tokenized sentences to SQL.
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Results were evaluated by executing the generated SQL
trace queries and then inspecting both the returned data and
the original SQL statements. These inspections were performed by two members of our team. In cases for which a
textual query could be interpreted in more than one way,
we accepted any valid interpretation of the query.
Experiments were conducted against the following two
datasets—both of which are available for download at
http://re.cs.depaul.edu/tiqi/dataset2.html.
5.2.1 Isolette data set
The Isolette dataset includes eight different artifacts,
namely hazards, faults, environmental assumptions, system
requirements, design, code, test cases, and test results
connected through six unique trace paths. Together, these
artifacts contain a total of 26 attributes in addition to IDs.
The actual data were primarily extracted from a
documented case study about a safety-critical Isolette
system [20]. One hundred and five NL trace queries were
developed. Approximately half the queries were created by
five different software engineers and included a variety of
non-trivial queries, many of which could only be addressed
by traversing multiple artifacts and trace matrices. The
remaining queries were developed by our research team.
The benefit of this approach was that we were able to create
a more challenging and diverse set of trace queries which
served as test cases for the various transformation functions
provided by TiQi.
Results were evaluated by running each trace query
through TiQi and then reviewing both the generated SQL
and the produced data result. Each result was marked as
either correct or incorrect. We also report results for the
subset of queries for which all necessary TiQi functions
have been implemented. We refer to these as supported
queries.
Of the 105 queries, we did not consider any to be intractable although several were ambiguous even to a human. Eighty-seven individual queries were transformed
correctly, and of the remaining 18, seven were due to
failures of the transformation algorithm and 11 were due
to unsupported constructs. These results are reported in
Table 4.
5.2.2 Easy-clinic
The Easy-Clinic TIM includes seven different artifacts,
namely HIPAA goals, requirements, design, code, unit and
acceptance test cases and test logs connected through six
unique trace paths. Together, these artifacts contain a total
of 17 attributes in addition to IDs. Functional requirements,
code classes, and test cases were derived directly from
Easy-Clinic data (available from CoEST.org). HIPAA
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5.3 Study # 3: disambiguator efficacy

Table 4 Results for Isolette dataset
All queries

Correct

Incorrect

% Correct

Supported queries

87

7

92.6

All queries

87

18

82.9

Correct

Incorrect

% Correct

Supported queries

48

37

56.4 %

All queries

48

52

48.0 %

Table 5 Results for Easy-Clinic dataset

All data

Reduced text*
Supported queries

62

22

73.8 %

All queries

62

38

62.0 %

* The reduced text subset of the data included ALL records, but fields
with lengthy descriptions such as test cases and code classes were
reduced to titles only

goals were taken from the US HIPAA Technical Safeguards. All other artifacts were created by one of the researchers for purposes of the project. As Easy-Clinic
contains a mix of English and Italian terms, we translated
Italian terms to English. Hundred NL trace queries were
developed using the same protocol as the Isolette dataset
(accuracy results are summarized in Table 5).
Results for the Easy-Clinic dataset are less stellar than
for Isolette. Out of 100 queries, TiQi transformed only 48
correctly at an accuracy rate of 48.0 %. Of the 52 incorrect
queries, 16 of them were due to unsupported constructs and
the remaining 36 due to failures in the TiQi algorithm. An
analysis of the queries that failed for algorithmic reasons
revealed that many of the problems were caused by unresolvable ambiguities introduced as a result of long textual
descriptions in test cases and code which had been added to
the dataset for these experiments. To test our informal
hypothesis that the lengthy data fields were causing the
problem we created a modified version of Easy-Clinic
(named ‘‘Reduced Text’’) and re-executed the queries. For
this reduced dataset, TiQi correctly transformed 62 of the
100 queries at accuracy of 62 %. Further analysis showed
that 46 of the queries were correct in both cases (i.e., for
both the full data and reduced text datasets), two were
correct only when all data were present, 16 were correct
only with the reduced text, and 21 were never correct.
These results confirmed our hypothesis that TiQi currently
does not perform well on textually rich data. To address
this problem, future versions of TiQi need to integrate
techniques for summarizing lengthy text fields so that only
the most important terms are retained. However, this solution was out of scope for the current paper.

Our third study explored the efficacy of TiQi’s ambiguity
resolution process. This is invoked only if ambiguities
exist. TiQi performs disambiguation at four different levels
which we refer to as basic, table, attribute, and value. Each
level of resolution calls upon one or more of the disambiguators described in Sect. 4.3 of this paper.
Basic resolution occurs when a query token is potentially mapped to different database entities, i.e., to tables,
attributes, or actual values. For example, the token Hazard
could be mapped to the table name or to an attribute. The
pecking order disambiguator maps it to the table name. The
task is to identify either a table name or an attribute within
a table.
Table resolution occurs when a query token maps to two
or more potential tables. In these circumstances, the compounding evidence disambiguator is called, and then, if a
conflict remains, the neighbors first is called. The task is to
identify the correct table.
Attribute resolution occurs when a query token maps to
two or more column names. In this case, compounding
evidence and neighbors first disambiguators are again invoked. The task is to identify the correct attribute.
Value resolution occurs when a query token maps to
words contained in two or more distinct attributes. The task
is again to identify the correct attribute, but this time based
upon its associated data. Resolution involves first invoking
the smaller is better disambiguator, and then, if necessary,
the word proximity disambiguator.
In this experiment, we evaluated the frequency with
which each of these four resolution ‘‘engines’’ was invoked, whether the resulting query was processed correctly, and finally what happened to the relevant queries if
the engine were turned off.
We report results in Table 6. The first three columns
depict the resolution level, disambiguators used, and the
dataset. The next three depict the number of queries for
which the resolution was applied and returned correct or
incorrect results, respectively. The next column marked
‘‘only correct if triggered’’ represents the case in which
queries which were correct when the resolution was used
and were incorrect without it. Finally, the remaining column, labeled ‘‘Only correct if omitted’’ reports the number
of queries which were harmed by the use of the resolution
(i.e., correct without it but incorrect with it).
These results show that the basic resolver was activated
in the majority of queries for both datasets (i.e., 86/105 for
Isolette and 75/101 for Easy-Clinic), followed by datavalue level and then table-level disambiguation. Attributelevel disambiguation occurred infrequently, and in the case
of Easy-Clinic, it failed to resolve any ambiguities. These
findings suggest that future efforts should be focused on
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Table 6 Efficacy of the various resolution levels. Numbers represent the number of queries
Resolution Level

Basic

Disambiguators

Pecking order

DataSet

Queries Applied

Only Correct if
triggered

Only Correct if
omitted
0

Total

Correct

Incorrect

Isolette

86

70

16

29

Easy-Clinic

75

45

30

16

5

Isolette

18

15

3

6

0

12

9

3

6

0

2

2

0

0

0

Table level

Compound Evid.
Neighbors 1st

Easy-Clinic

Attribute level

Compounding Evid.

Isolette

Neighbors 1st

Easy-Clinic

3

0

3

0

0

Smaller is better
Term Prox.

Isolette
Easy-Clinic

44
52

39
26

5
26

31
23

0
0

5.4 Study # 4: trace query concepts

(a)

30
25

Query Concept Arrival

improving TiQi’s ability to differentiate between different
types of artifacts (i.e., the basic resolver) and between
different data values. The reason that the attribute-level
resolver was rarely triggered is that attribute names which
repeat across tables tend to be more generic in nature such
as ID and description, while the trace queries created by
our users tended to only reference more unique attribute
names. It is also interesting that the only disambiguator
which actually harmed the query (i.e., ‘‘only correct if
omitted’’) was the pecking order. An analysis of the failed
queries suggests that the problem was caused by the fact
that pecking order fails if a table and attribute share the
same name—and the correct choice should have been the
attribute. The disambiguator is overly strict, and the
problem will be addressed in future work through exploring
probabilistic solutions. Care needs to be taken in interpreting these results because generating a correct query
requires a choreography of resolution techniques.

20
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Query Posion in Randomly Ordered List of Queries

(b)

25

Query Concept Arrival

Data value level
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5

0

The final study was designed to explore the stability of
concepts in the trace query domain model. The underlying
research question addresses the question of whether our
collection of trace queries is sufficient for constructing a
relatively complete model. We recognized that this is unlikely and so designed the experiment to understand the
growth and stability of concepts in relation to the number
of sample trace queries.
First, the concepts such as give me, associated with, and
without found in each query were tagged. A random
ordering of queries was then generated for each of the two
query sets (i.e., queries collected for Isolette and for EasyClinic), and the first occurrence of each concept was
identified. For example, the term associated with might
have first occurred in the ninth query in the randomly
ordered list. We then divided the ordered queries into
blocks of 10 queries and counted the number of concepts
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Query Posion in Randomly Ordered List of Queries

Fig. 11 Arrival query terms and stability of the domain model
a Isolette data and b Easy-Clinic data

which appeared for the first time in each block. This process was repeated 10 times with different random orderings
of the queries. Results are reported in Fig. 11 and show that
there is an initial rapid decrease in the number of new
concepts as the size of the query set increases. On the other
hand, new concepts continue to arrive even in the last
blocks of sample queries.
We also examined the similarity and differences between query concepts in the two query sets and found only
about 50 % overlap. In several cases, the query concepts
were similar to each other, while in other cases we noticed
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that different artifacts in the TIM triggered the use of different query terms.
These results suggest that while the model is expected to
eventually stabilize, we need to significantly increase our
sample size. Furthermore, we need to integrate techniques
for resolving unknown terms and dynamically growing our
domain model.

6 Threats to validity
External validity evaluates the ability of the approach to
generalize well out of samples used in the experiments.
One threat to validity is introduced by the fact that we only
evaluated our approach against two different TIMs and a
limited set of trace queries. While our TIMs were nontrivial in size and complexity, they did not contain multiple
hierarchies of systems and subsystems which is common in
some large system engineering projects. On the other hand,
the TIMs represented a variety of artifact types and attributes and were representative of numerous software
projects. A second threat is introduced by the fact that our
vocabulary and rules were built from a relatively small
sample of trace queries. However, we have performed an
analysis showing the growth rate of query concepts associated with new queries. It is clearly important to extend
the sample size in the future so that we can construct a
more robust transformation process. Furthermore, the fact
that Isolette which contains simpler data (i.e., fewer long
descriptions) outperformed Easy-Clinic suggests the need
to further improve TiQi’s ability to process free-form text.
Finally, TiQi is a work in progress and certain features,
such as complex negation, are not yet implemented. While
our TiQi model is designed to accommodate complex
queries, further evaluation is needed before we can claim
its ability to support a broad collection of trace queries.
Construct validity refers to whether the dependent and
independent variables are suitable for evaluating the hypothesis, and therefore of answering the stated research
questions. In our user study, the primary independent
variable was the query method, i.e., spoken NL, written
NL, or SQL, while, in two of the evaluations, the dependent variables were based on a rubric and involved human
assessment. To mitigate bias, we carefully defined rules for
placing queries into each of the categories and these rules
were systematically followed. Evaluating the correctness of
each query was relatively simply, and we cross-checked
results by examining both the generated SQL and also the
produced data. One of the researchers is a database instructor and well experienced in assessing SQL. Finally,
our evaluation of the disambiguators looked only at individual disambiguators and in certain cases, pairs of
disambiguators.
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Finally, internal validity reflects the extent to which a
study minimizes systematic error or bias, so that a causal
conclusion can be drawn. We mitigated systematic error in
our user study by randomly assigning participants to groups
and then adopting an interleaving approach in which different groups were given tasks in different orders for each
of the three TIMs; however, our study included only 21
participants who may not have been fully representative of
the general IT community. Similarly, in our evaluation of
growth in the domain model, we repeated each analysis 10
times on various random orderings of the queries.

7 Related work
Related work falls under the two areas of trace query
techniques and natural language database queries. We
discuss each of these.
7.1 Trace query techniques
Trace queries can be issued in a number of different ways.
Maeder et al. [24] developed the visual trace modeling
language (VTML) which represents queries as a set of
filters applied to a structural subset of the TIM. A VTML
query is composed of a connected subset of the artifacts
and trace types defined in the TIM, as well as a set of
associated filter conditions. These filters are used to eliminate unwanted artifacts and to define the data to be returned by the trace query. Studies conducted with human
analysts showed that VTML queries are easier to read and
to write than SQL queries. One of their primary advantages
is that they allow the information of the trace matrices to be
abstracted away, so that the human user can specify most
queries in terms of visible elements of the TIM. Störrle
[37] presented the visual model query language (VMQL),
which is similar to, but less expressive than VTML.
Maletic and Collard [26] describe a trace query language
(TQL) which can be used to model trace queries for artifacts
represented in XML format. TQL specifies queries on the
abstraction level of artifacts and links and hides low-level
details of the underlying XPath query language through the
use of extension functions. Nevertheless, TQL queries are
non-trivial for users without knowledge of XPath and XML
to understand. Zhang et al. [40] describe an approach for the
automated generation of traceability relations between
source code and documentation. They use ontologies to
create query-ready abstract representations of both models.
The Racer query language (nRQL) is then used to retrieve
traces; however, nRQL’s syntax requires users to have a
relatively strong mathematical background.
Guerra et al. [13] build models that describe how
modeling languages are interrelated. They transform
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existing traceability data within a model into a different
representation (e.g., a table) against which standard trace
queries can be issued. Their approach also requires advanced skills.
In addition to textual approaches such as SQL, graphical
query languages have been proposed and commercially
offered in the database domain for a long time. The
PICASSO approach by Kim et al. [19] represents one of the
earliest graphical query languages and was built on top of
the universal relation database system System/U. Visual
SQL by Jaakkola et al. [16] translates all features of SQL
into a graphical representation similar to entity relationship
models and UML class diagrams. Furthermore, a variety of
commercial and open-source tools provide graphical support for the specification of queries (e.g., Microsoft Visual
StudioTM, Microsoft AccessTM, Active Query Builder, and
Visual SQL Builder).
However, all of these techniques, whether designed
specifically for tracing purposes, or for more general
database queries require some degree of technical expertise. In contrast, TiQi is designed to accept queries from
stakeholders who have no formal technical training in either UML or SQL. The underlying trace query domain
model and the TiQi engine is designed to translate higherlevel concepts and domain-specific jargon into executable
trace queries.
7.2 Natural language database queries
There are several commercial products that claim to provide NL database interfaces. For example, PrimeQue allows a user to interact with a database by following a series
of prompts. The user first builds a semantic map of the
dataset, and the tool then uses this map to help the user
construct a NL query using a query-by-example style interface [41]. However, such solutions severely constrain
the language of the query and therefore do not support truly
natural language queries. Other general NL query techniques are primarily limited to the language extracted from
the structure of the database, i.e., its table names and attribute names, and therefore are also rather restrictive [17].
Recently, tools such as EasyAsk Quiri and Microsoft’s
Power BI for Office 365 have demonstrated the viability of
using speech interfaces to issue business intelligence
queries against database schemas.
C-Phrase, developed by Minock et al. [29], allows users
to specify queries using a natural language front end and
then to execute those queries against a relational database.
C-Phrase provides support for customization for a specific
domain by following a name-tailor-define cycle. Naming
involves providing names to classes, attributes, and join
relationships. For tracing purposes, these are already specified in the TIM. Tailoring allows domain-specific
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patterns to be specified and matched. For example, if we
applied this to the traceability domain, then the phrase ‘‘Is
safe for use’’ might be associated with ‘‘all hazards
mitigated’’ or ‘‘all mitigating requirements addressed.’’
This phase involves analyzing domain-related phrases and
identifying matches between them. Finally, in the define
step, the user provides definitions of terms, for example,
the word ‘‘recent’’ might be defined to mean ‘‘in the past
week.’’ While C-Phrase provides support for this process, it
is generally understood that customizing a model for a
specific domain can be extremely time-consuming [2].
Nevertheless, we believe the effort is worthwhile for the
tracing domain, simply because, once created, it will be
applicable across an enormously wide spectrum of software
and systems engineering projects. Many of the customization concepts from C-Phrase were adopted in TiQi.
However, the C-Phrase tool is no longer compilable due to
obfuscation issues.
Another interesting approach proposed by Meng [27]
integrates information from the enterprise, database values,
use words, and query cases. The novelty of this approach is
that it directly stores entire sample queries and then, instead of attempting to analyze the individual parts of the
NL query and to formulate an executable SQL query, it
simply finds a match in the large database of stored queries
and issues the associated stored query. Query cases are
somewhat similar to the phrases identified in Minock’s
‘‘tailor’’ stage. The approach we adopted for TiQi integrates concepts from both Minock’s and Meng’s
techniques.

8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended our previous work on TiQi
as a solution for transforming natural language trace
queries into executable SQL [32]. We have demonstrated
the potential that TiQi has for making traceability data
accessible through allowing project stakeholders to express
trace queries using their own words. Our first experiment
showed that users have a preference for written rather than
spoken queries; however, our approach is able to support
both techniques. We expect that as we continue the
inevitable move toward mobile devices, speech options for
interacting with software engineering tools such as TiQi
will become increasingly attractive.
The quality of trace links generated against the two
datasets showed rather mixed results. For Isolette, TiQi was
able to return high accuracy by correctly generating dataset
and show high accuracy 92.6 % of the supported queries
and 82.9 % of unsupported all queries. Our current development process is expected to deliver the missing features needed to fill this gap. For Easy-Clinic, results were
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less than stellar. TiQi was only able to correctly generate
73.8 % of supported queries and 62.0 % overall. Furthermore, these results were only achieved after the textually
rich fields were reduced to include only header data.
However, these results suggest opportunities for further
research. First, we will investigate techniques for merging
solutions for querying structured and unstructured text.
There is a vast body of work in the area of natural language
information retrieval which we intend to explore and to
integrate into our more structured approach. Second, we
will investigate different orderings of our disambiguators
and more sophisticated techniques based on probabilistic
and machine learning approaches. Third, we will explore
visualization techniques to engage users in the disambiguation process and to provide full accountability for
how TiQi interpreted the NL query and how the SQL
transformation was achieved. Without such techniques in
place, TiQi users could not be confident in the results.
Finally, in future work, we plan to collect trace queries
from practitioners working in a wide variety of software
engineering domains so that we can construct a more extensive trace query domain model, with a more complete
set of disambiguators and transformation rules.
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